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Last year, writing a report for both 2019 and 2020 I said how 2019 seemed a lifetime ago – another 
age.  But again this year, looking back over 2021, it seems that the pandemic and lockdown has 
warped my sense of time again – last year seems an age ago too.  Looking back, I can now 
remember how much Covid lockdowns affected us last year.  We started the year in lockdown with 
no services in church, though our online services and CD delivery for those without internet 
continued every week.  We began our gradual return to ‘in church’ services at Easter with a service 
that wasn’t actually in church (!) but a joint benefice service on Easter Day in the churchyard of St 
Mary’s – and a very special occasion it was too.   
 
The return to in church worship was not an easy process.  Risk assessments had to be done at every 
stage and the constantly changing guidance and legislation had to be read, understood and 
implemented – and it usually had the caveat that the ultimate decision rested with the incumbent 
which only added to the pressure!  In May we played the recorded internet service in church at the 
usual service times before moving to ‘live’ services in church in June – though with only three 
members of the choir being allowed to sing.  Limited congregational singing resumed at the end of 
July – though with mixed guidance about when masks should be worn.  We were singing fully in 
church by September though as Christmas approached the Covid situation flared up again, casting a 
larger question mark over all the Christmas services.  In the end they all went ahead, though we 
noted reduced numbers attending and hoped we were not responsible for any super-spreader 
events!   
 
If you pick up from the above that this was a stressful year at times, you’d be correct!  I’m very 
grateful for all the support that my clergy colleagues, Charles and Tony, and my churchwardens, Kay, 
David, Sue, Andrew, Nick and Rosie gave me throughout the year.  I couldn’t have done it without 
them.  I’d like to thank Judith for all the work she has done for another year to enable our services to 
be available every week on the internet and on CD.  And I’m am also very grateful to Ginette and 
Peter for the way they have supported and developed the music across the three churches, online 
and via Zoom and to Roger, Stella and Emma for their commitment and contribution to our worship.   
 
It was a stressful year, but on the positive side I became very aware, and pleasantly surprised, that 
as well as doors closing in lockdown, other doors had opened up and there had been a lot of positive 
outcomes connected to our online and CD services.  There was an increased sense of benefice 
unity, a significant number of people had accessed the services who didn’t attend in person before 
and a number of people who had been regular but found it difficult to come to church had also 
benefited from the online or CD services.  As we made our progressive return to ‘in church’ worship I 
considered it very important that we tried to preserve as much of this as we were able.  As part of 
keeping what we had gained, I felt that the way forward was that we should all listen to the same 
sermon on a Sunday – in church, online and on CD.  This, I strongly feel, is a good way of preserving 
the sense of unity we achieved and means that the whole church community, now extended far 
beyond the walls of the churches, will be, at least through the sermon, united in worship.     
 
Our increased sense of being part of a benefice is not only a good thing – it is an essential thing.  
The individual churches can only continue as part of the benefice – more so than ever in many ways 
post-pandemic.  The words with which I closed my report last year are equally as pertinent a year on: 
During lockdown I have really felt the benefice come together as one family as we have become 
united in worship – the three became one.  As we move out of lockdown and we become three again 
my hope and expectation is that we will keep that sense of unity.  For just as there cannot be one 
benefice without the three churches, so there cannot be the three churches without the one benefice 
– we need each other – and so it should be in the spiritual life. 
 
With love and prayers for each of you. 
 
Nicholas 


